[Angiogenesis and vascularisation in adipose tissue engineering].
The current standard for the reconstruction of large soft tissue defects with exposed bone, nerves or blood vessels, for example after extensive tumor resections, complex injuries, severe burns or infections, is the local or free microsurgical tissue transfer. Despite the development of new surgical techniques and many synthetic materials, there are still a large number of limitations and complications at the donor and recipient site. Thus, in a subset of patients either complete treatment is not possible or poses problems. Therefore, there is a great need for the development of new methods and materials allowing for a permanent replacement with body own soft tissue. A promising therapeutic approach is the soft tissue replacement with autologous adipose tissue. Innovative research on the reconstruction of soft tissue by adipose tissue, and clinical and experimental studies on the long-term survival and transplantation of autologous adipose tissue showed that the free fat tissue graft without direct vascular connection come along with disappointing results. Often a loss of volume or a complete resorption of the graft because of insufficient tissue quality by lack of cell differentiation was observed. This fact points to the special role of the maintenance and development of the graft's blood supply (angiogenesis and vascularization) crucial for maintaining a constant volume of the tissue. The rapidly growing interdisciplinary field of tissue engineering offers alternative solutions to the existing treatment options with the aim to produce autologous adipose tissue, stable in volume in vitro as well as in vivo, which can be transplanted as a permanent tissue replacement to corresponding parts of the body. Numerous studies have demonstrated the important and most critical factor of vascularisation for quality, volume and long-term survival of transplanted newly generated adipose tissue constructs. Although our understanding of the regulatory mechanisms of adipogenesis is still limited, there are clear indications that the complex sequences of cell interactions in the differentiation and proliferation of adipocytes is directly related to angiogenesis.